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First Thing To Note
• This workshop, and many others you take, will come with an 

overwhelming amount of info. Don’t panic or think you have to learn it 
all at once.

• Pause, take a breath, and think about the amazing things you’ve 
already done as a writer.

• You’ve written a story? Written a novel?
• It’s something that most people dream about doing but will NEVER do.

• You’ve sold a story? Sold a novel?
• Similarly, no matter what market, someone selected/paid for your work. Sweet!

• A stranger/reviewer liked it?
• It’s okay to pause and celebrate that you REACHED someone with your writing.





Second Big Thing
• This book/story isn’t just your baby, it’s YOUR IP (Intellectual Property)
• You get to decide where and how to license that IP



Overall Theme For Today’s Workshop



* This is admirable and often what drives us (we usually LOVE writing), but 
it can sometimes be a trap – I fall into it ALL the time
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Critical Early Step: Understand Your Goals

What does success look like to you?
A million readers? A million dollars?

Five star reviews? Your book on bookstore shelves?



• It’s MUCH easier to DO the work when you have a solid/concrete goal or 
plan laid out in front of you

• That map, that process, that structure can help you through those tough
times, even when the “passion” is fleeting



A Few High-Level Thoughts/Conclusions

• Writers have NEVER had more options than ever before in the history of 
writing and publishing

• Self Publishing is easier than it has ever been before
• Self-Publishing is harder than it has even been before
• Publishing is a BUSINESS – Traditional Publishing & Self-Publishing too

• Forgetting that is sometimes easy but devastating
• Some books make economic sense for publishers to publish
• Some books don’t (and might never) – but might fit a niche market

• A Publisher might need to sell 1000 copies to ‘earn out’ the investment
• A self-published title might need to sell only 100 to ‘earn out’



PART I - OVERVIEW

• Who is this unmasked bald man?
• Super brief history of publishing (where it came from, where it is)
• Mark’s odd journey through writing and publishing

• (To show you why I embrace a HYBRID approach)
• Publishing options available for writers
• How to decide what’s best for you and your different book projects

• (IE, if you choose not to decide you still have made a choice)



Who Is This Guy?



Who Is This Guy?

• Writer since . . . long before the internet and cell phones & even 
most home computers

• Bookseller since 1992 (also first published story that year)
• Former President of Canadian Booksellers Association
• Former Board Member of BookNet Canada
• Former Director of Self-Publishing & Author Relations for Kobo

• Created Kobo Writing Life

• Consulting Director of Business Development Draft2Digital
• Author/Editor of more than 30 books and hundreds of stories



A HISTORY OF PUBLISHING



A HISTORY OF PUBLISHING



Initially: Intimate & Limited



Knock, Knock

Who’s there?

Scroll

Scroll who?

Scrolling, scrolling, 
scrolling down the 
river

Terrible Jokes, Scroll One

Evolution: “Paper” and Limited Distribution



Evolution: Moveable Type / Binding / HC



Increased Distribution: Mass Market Paperback





Online Distribution – Game Changer



eBooks & Digital – Significant Shift





“The Book 
didn’t die.
It just had 
babies.”

Quote from BookNet Canada Book Camp 
Twitter feed Cira – 2011-ish





My Journey Through Writing & Publishing

















My FIRST Love        



Underwood 
Typewriter

A terrible “Conan 
The Barbarian” 
fantasy novel in 
progress

A Dungeon & Dragons 
handbook (Early form of 
Research)

Loving 
Baba

Young Mark (with hair)

Stylish 1980s 
curtains

Snazzy TV-tray
(historic relic)





Word Processor: 
Paperback Writer





















WHERE CAN I FIND YOUR WRITING?

The question I hated answering…



“Dark Ages” of Self-Publishing (2004)
• POD (Lightning Source)
• Self-Publishing was most often 

thought of in terms of “Vanity 
Publishing”

• It was most certainly the best way to 
kill your writing career before it even 
started

• All my writer friends strongly advised 
me AGAINST doing this

BUT I DID IT ANYWAY
• I felt justified because these were all 

short stories previously published in 
small press magazines.

• IE, they already had that “editorial 
stamp of approval”



Imprint
• STARK PUBLISHING

• Derived from DJ – “Stark Entertainment”
• Childhood buddy Steve
• Steve + Mark = STARK





Which Lead to – Traditional Deals

• The right “pitch” at the right time
• Demonstrated market knowledge
• Demonstrated audience knowledge

• Serendipity / Collaboration
• Demonstrated market knowledge
• Demonstrated audience knowledge



Target Audience - Example



Target Audience - Example



Traditional Publishing VS Indie/Self Pub
• Consider the Market / Consider The Audience & Consider Your Goals

• Traditionally Published Book =
• Books in bookstores
• Print sales
• Distribution
• Slow and “old boys” club to navigate
• Perception of “authority”
• Misperception that you’ll get marketing

• Self / Indie-Published Book =
• Control
• eBook sales
• Rapid Release option
• Dynamic and Quick
• Incredibly High Margin/Earning for author





Hybrid

• Embracing both self-publishing and traditional publishing has allowed 
me to DOUBLE my writing income compared to if I’d only done one.

• My traditional publishers:
• Have excellent print distribution (bookstores, libraries, Costco, Walmart)
• Still not very skilled at or invested in selling eBooks

• I make about 90% of my trad publishing $$ from print sales
• $24.99 TP – I make $2.00 year later with 30% withholding fees

• I make about 90% of my self-pub $$ from digital/eBooks
• $4.99 eBook – I make $3.49 and get paid monthly (45 to 90 days later)



Authors have never had more CHOICE than ever before in the history of publishing
There is no SINGLE path. There is no ONE way to do things.



PART II – KEY PUBLISHING OPTIONS

• What are the options available to writers?
• What are the pros/cons of different choices?
• Overview of the main/basic publishing paths available
• A fresh look at “self-publishing” and where it fits in the grand scheme of the

publishing industry



KEY PUBLISHING OPTIONS
A high-level perspective



The KEY Book Publishing Paths

• TRADITIONAL
• SELF-PUBLISHING

• SOME COMBINATION OF THE TWO



The KEY Book Publishing Paths

TRADITIONAL
Key Characteristics

• You pay nothing to publish (money flows to author)
• Highly selective / “gatekeepers” – Terms such as: submissions / slush pile 
• Sale of your rights (usually exclusive territorial rights) – Often involves agents
• Process of writing/selling/publishing may take years

Value (for Author)
• Publisher holds the risk (your book is an investment) – most often includes “advance”
• Distribution (to bookstores, chains, etc)
• Vast expertise – editing, production, marketing, publicity, distribution
• Chance of media coverage (via publisher publicist, etc)



The KEY Book Publishing Paths

TRADITIONAL VARIATIONS
• THE “BIG 5” OR “NEW YORK PUBLISHERS”
• SMALL PRESSES, ACADEMIC PRESSES
• PARTNERSHIPS
• DIGITAL-ONLY



The KEY Book Publishing Paths

TRADITIONAL VARIATIONS

THE “BIG 5” OR “NEW YORK PUBLISHERS”
• Author receives advance, after advance is paid out, royalties are earned
• Author usually sells most rights (“life of work”)
• Agents are often required (to navigate the complex, “old boys’ network” & wieldy contracts 

terms)



The KEY Book Publishing Paths

TRADITIONAL VARIATIONS

SMALL PRESSES, ACADEMIC PRESSES
• Usually a smaller advance, work more closely with publisher, more author input (even for 

newer authors), more open to newer writers (where many new authors are discovered)
• Agent isn’t as necessary, but still adds great value



The KEY Book Publishing Paths

TRADITIONAL VARIATIONS

PARTNERSHIPS
• No Advance, higher royalty (50/50 split), a lot more author interaction & input

DIGITAL-ONLY
• Huge variety of eBook only and eBook plus POD
• Many players – from Big Five imprints to smaller operations
• Advances can vary – royalty often higher (50/50)



The KEY Book Publishing Paths
SELF-PUBLISHING TYPES
FULLY-ASSISTED

KEY CHARACTERISTICS
• You pay for all services (hundreds to thousands)
• Usually higher royalties than traditional
• No gatekeepers – you pay, you get published
VALUE (FOR AUTHOR)
• Author focuses on writing
• Book is published with minimal hassle, no worry about business

WARNING: Some publishers come with integrity and publishing expertise and value that can really 
help an author.
Be warned there are MANY players out there looking to prey on your hopes and dreams and to take 
your money and not provide ANY value to you or your book. BEWARE!!!!
Search for websites “Writer Beware” and “Predators & Editors”



The KEY Book Publishing Paths

SELF-PUBLISHING TYPES
DIY

KEY CHARACTERISTICS
• Author is responsible for all work (YOU are the publisher) – thus, you need to bear all the 

investment in editing, design, production, and distribution
• Usually involves going to multiple places:  KDP Print, Ingram Spark (POD), Kindle Direct, Kobo, 

Nook, Apple for eBooks or using distributors like Draft2Digital, Smashwords, etc
• Services to publish direct to retailers is typically FREE (sometimes with paid services available)

• Typically non-exclusive and you keep all the rights
• [WARNING:  Amazon KDP is great but KDP SELECT is kind of like forking over your soul to a single retailer]

VALUE (FOR AUTHOR)
• Higher royalties (usually 70%, down to 35%)
• Author maintains full creative and business control



The KEY Book Publishing Paths

SELF-PUBLISHING TYPES
COMMUNITY

KEY CHARACTERISTICS
• Authors writes, publishes their work in an environment that is FREE to use and readers also 

are FREE to consume the content
• Publication is self-directed and can go on “forever” at the author’s will
• Huge emphasis on feedback from readers (comments) and not on selling anything
• Very “community” oriented
• Blog, Podcast, companies like Wattpad (www.wattpad.com)
VALUE (FOR AUTHOR)
• Allows authors a barrier-free way to develop an audience/readership
• Some popular users of these platforms have gone on to huge publishing success

• Scott Sigler, Mur Lafferty, Terry Fallis, breakaway blog to book deals (often non-fiction), Wattpad breakouts



Re-Conceptions of Self-Publishing

It’s not about rejection – it’s about choice
It’s about taking control 



Re-Conceptions of Self-Publishing

• When done correctly the only “self” is “self-directed”
• Smart indie authors hire all the right professionals (editorial, design, etc)
• The term “indie author” has been adopted

1) Slightly removed from negative “connotation” of self-publishing
2) In recognition of the manner by which the business has grown in the past 5 years



Re-Conceptions of Self-Publishing

• Indie authors are evolving in the same way that traditional publishing 
has evolved. Passion, hard work, new forms/pricing, niche markets.

• In 1927, Bennett Cerf & Donald Klopfer: “We just said we were going to 
publish a few books on the side at Random”

• In the 1930’s Penguin revolutionized publishing via inexpensive paperbacks
• In 1924 Richard L. Simon & Lincoln Schuster pooled their money to fill a “fad” 

need in the industry for crossword puzzle devotees



Reasons for Self-Publishing

THE HIGH LEVEL REASONS (haven’t changed all that much in past 5 
years)

• Beginning writers – in order to break INTO traditional publishing
• Mid-list writers – in order to break BEYOND traditional pub
• Top-selling writers – looking for CONTROL

OTHER REASONS:
• Higher Royalty Rates (8% to 10% to 25% of net VS 70% of retail)
• Faster Payouts (Once or twice/year VS 45 or 90 days)
• Faster Publication Schedule (Not tied to a 4 season selling schedule)
• Control (Both CREATIVE and BUSINESS)



Self-Publishing Options
FOR MOST FLEXIBILITY & MOST OPPORTUNITY: Go Direct
DIRECT:

• Amazon Kindle (Kindle Direct Publishing/KDP)
• Kobo (Kobo Writing Life/KWL)

TO SAVE TIME /HASSLE OF JUGGLING MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS: Use a Distributor
DISTRIBUTE THROUGH

• Draft2Digital (Best Distributor – cleanest free ePub Conversion)
• Nook, Apple Books, Tolino, OverDrive, hoopla, etc

• Smashwords
• Diesel and a whole bunch of other smaller retail places (they ALL add up)



Setting up an eBook

Using Draft2Digital as an example of distribution

• Single entry – publish to multiple retailers (Kobo, Kindle, 
Nook, Apple Books, Tolino, Scribd, Playster, etc) and Library 
Systems (OverDrive, Baker & Taylor)

• FREE to use – FREE WORD to ePub/mobi conversion
• Distributor takes a 10% cut. (You earn 60% rather than 

70%) – IE, on a $10 book – Direct ($7) Distributor ($6)
• People usually choose distributors for ease/convenience



Intuitive Interface

Create free account – Click on ADD NEW BOOK



Intuitive Interface
Simple STEP BY STEP Process



Intuitive Interface
Publishing and Pricing



Intuitive Interface
Audiobooks & PRINT

IPG
(Independent Publishers Group

Findaway Voices



Cost/Investment/Return
COSTS – Low End: $300 – Higher End: $3000

Book price in USD:  $4.99  (70% = $3.49)

INVESTMENT MATH
• To earn back $300, need to sell 86 copies
• To earn back $3000, need to sell 860 copies

What if it were 99 cents?  (35% Kindle = $0.35 / 45% KWL = $0.45)
• Need to sell 857 copies to earn back $300 (or 667 copies via KWL)
• Need to sell 8,571 copies to earn back $3000 (or 6,667 copies via KWL)

Think about the long term. Are you earning this back in the 1st year, in the 
first 2 years, in the first 3 years?



Markets for eBook Sales

Amazon is still the largest player – between 80 to 90% of the US for 
most authors. Is also often the biggest retailer for most authors

The Big Four: Kindle, Apple, Kobo, Nook
New Kid on the Block: Google Play

HOWEVER, outside US and UK, Amazon isn’t #1
Different retailers are stronger in different countries
Kobo is usually #1 in Canada
Apple Books and Kobo have a decent EUR and UK presence



The Truth About Self-Publishing

There are BIG PLAYERS who earn millions
• In 2011 (her first year self-publishing) Bella Andre earned 

more than $1 million dollars selling eBooks for $4.99

Many authors do really well
• 1000’s of authors are earning more money in self-

publishing than they ever earned being a traditionally 
published mid-list author

Most authors make some money. Many more 
never sell. Just like TRADITIONAL publishing

It’s not all that different than traditional publishing (80/20)

you can’t
HANDLE

the truth



The Truth About Self-Publishing
• 1 earned more than $500,000 from KWL
• 2 earned more than $400,000 from KWL
• 7 earned more than $100,000 from KWL
• 11 earned more than $75,000 from KWL
• 30 earned more than $50,000 from KWL
• 82 earned more than $25,000 from KWL
• 275 earned more than $10,000 from KWL
• 527 earned more than $5000 from KWL
• 1675 earned more than $1000 from KWL
• 2430 earned more than $500 from KWL
• 4885 earned more than $100
• The majority of our authors made less than $100

*REMINDER: these are stats from a single eBook retailer – you still need to deduce that there are at least 3 
other ENG retailers; also that different retailers are leaders for different authors. But at least multiply X4

2017 Stats from Kobo Writing Life authors
(Approximately 70,000 authors)



3 P’s of Self-Publishing Success
PRACTICE

• Write, then write more
• Then write even more again

PATIENCE
• Overnight success takes time 
(remember what it used to be like for 
writers submitting their MS?)

PERSISTENCE
• Believe in yourself and never give up
• Write your NEXT great book



3 P’s of Self-Publishing Success
PRACTICE

• Write, then write more
• Then write even more again

PATIENCE
• Overnight success takes time 
(remember what it used to be like for 
writers submitting their MS?)

PERSISTENCE
• Believe in yourself and never give up
• Write your NEXT great book
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Yet more BLATANT self-promotion
Ask for this book at your local library branch



PART III – The Business P’s

• An overview of the P’s of Publishing Success as they pertain to the BUSINESS 
OF WRITING

• PRACTICE, PROFESSIONALISM, PATIENCE
• PROGRESSION
• PARTNERSHIP
• PATRONAGE
• PROMOTION



THE 7 P’s OF PUBLISHING SUCCESS
PRACTICE

PROFESSIONALISM
PATIENCE

PROGRESSION
PERSISTENCE
PARTNERSHIP
PATRONAGE



PRACTICE
“If the desire to write is not accompanied by 

actual writing, then the desire is not to write.”
- Hugh Prather



PROFESSIONALISM

Paperwork, Contracts, and Content
In Person Appearances and People Skills

Adversity and Rejection



PROFESSIONALISM
EMBRACE YOUR IP / UNDERSTAND CONTRACTS
• Intellectual Property / Rights
• When you “sell” a story to a 

publisher/anthology/magazine:
• You are (usually) licencing your rights

• When you self-publish to Kindle, Kobo, 
Apple, etc:

• You maintain rights – you are the 
publisher. They are the retailer. (Or, in the 
case of Draft2Digital, etc, they are the 
distributor)



PROFESSIONALISM
LOOK and BRANDING

BEHAVIOUR



PROFESSIONALISM
• Adversity & Rejection

• You’re GOING TO get bad reviews
• There are GOING TO be times when things don’t work
• HOW do you face that?

• It’s okay to have some ice cream, cry in your milk (complain privately 
to a trusted confidante), then pick yourself back up



PATIENCE



PATIENCE
Stanford Marshmallow Experiment



PATIENCE
The “Old Days” of Publishing



PROGRESSION
Progression in Your Craft

Progression in the Business



PERSISTENCE
It’s a lesson you should heed,
Try, try again
If at first you don’t succeed,
Try, try again

- Thomas H. Palmer (1840)



PARTNERSHIP

• Co-authoring
• Bundles (multi-author / anthologies)
• Collaborative back-scratching



PARTNERSHIP

Authors working together on a theme



PARTNERSHIP

• Collaborations with publishers (trad)
• Collaborations with editors (trad and indie)
• Collaborations with cover designers/etc (indie)
• Collaborating with your biggest fans!



PATRONAGE

Not just about KICKSTARTER or PATREON



PATRONAGE
Encouragement



PATRONAGE
Promotion



PATRONAGE
Promotion



PATRONAGE
Support



PATRONAGE
Support



PROMOTION
The “Bonus” or “Silent” P

Taking the time to LEARN the 
different ad platforms

Running regular price promotions

Running ads (and doing a TON of
testing)

But ALWAYS keeping that 
investment/margin/profit ratio in 
mind



PART IV – A Bit More on Leveraging IP

• You are the creator, the writer
• The ideas are yours, the ones you generate
• Nobody can share the story you’re writing in the unique way that YOU can 

craft it
• Don’t limit yourself to only thinking about “book” or “short story” – expand 

your formats



Options Beyond the Limits of Dead Trees

• An “eBook” doesn’t have to be 300 pages bound between 2 pieces of cloth
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eBooks can be short stories, collections (mini or large)
Articles – Long-Form Journalism

THINK BEYOND THE BOOK
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THINK BEYOND THE BOOK
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Multiple types of audio
Straight narration

Full cast audio
Voice synth

THINK BEYOND THE BOOK

$0.99 $6.99
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THINK BEYOND THE BOOK



Traditionally Pub’d
Indie Pub’d Stand 
Alone Short story in 
the same universe

THINK BEYOND THE BOOK
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THINK BEYOND THE BOOK

Traditionally Pub’d
Self-Published
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THINK BEYOND THE BOOK



Journal

+ Postcard

+ Dollar Store 
Keychain Flashlight

+

$25 Each (Traditionally Published / 
Publisher Controlled Price)

$5

$30

THINK BEYOND THE BOOK



THINK BEYOND THE BOOK
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THINK GLOBAL / PRICE LOCAL

• Use territorial pricing
• Round to nearest .99 in USD, CAD, 

AUD, NZD
• Round to nearest .49 or .99 in GBP, 

EUR
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LINK INCLUSIVE / LINK GLOBAL

FREE TO USE. Indie pub’d or Trad Pub’d
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D2D gets your eBooks into
• 40K+ libraries in 70+ 

countries
• More library markets coming 

soon
• Exclusivity = “no libraries”
• Great way to appease 

“freegan” KU readers you 
accidentally trained

LIBRARIES
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D2D LIBRARY SALES UP 130% 
IN MARCH 2020
• Remained consistent 

through 2020
• Library sales are still only 15 

to 18% digital (learned that 
in April 2021)

• The Toronto Public Library set 
a new record of 8 million 
digital downloads of eBooks 
and audiobooks in 2020.

LIBRARIES
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LIBRARIES
THE MAGIC OF CPC
(AKA Cost Per Checkout)
• Unlimited checkouts - Libraries can 

meet demand
• Lower buy-in - Libraries pay only 1/10 

of full purchase price
• Higher discoverability - Libraries & 

patrons more willing to try “untested” 
authors & books

• Greater revenue potential - No loss of 
momentum, revenue per checkout, 
more copies out at once & dynamic 
vs. static revenue



PART V – Cautions and Pitfalls

• There will be road-blocks and hurdles and challenges in your way
• What are the things to look out for?
• Where should you slow down, take cautionary measures for long-term 

writing success?



CAUTION  
• Be Aware of the following on your publishing journey

• Are you giving up your rights? If so, which rights and for how long and under what 
circumstance?

• What is the cost? (Even things that are free have hidden costs)
• Hidden cost of KDP Select / KU

Lost opportunity at all other retail channels
You are giving up your rights to sell through any other retailer

• Before signing / accepting terms, check “WRITER BEWARE”
http://www.sfwa.org/other-resources/for-authors/writer-beware/

• Might also check “Predators & Editors” http://pred-ed.com/ or Google the 
company/person with “scam” or “sucker” or some similar term

http://www.sfwa.org/other-resources/for-authors/writer-beware/
http://pred-ed.com/


Target Audience
“My book is for everyone!”
This is the FIRST mis-conception you need to get over!
NOT every book is for every reader
WHO is your target audience?

1) Determine the types of people/groups who would be interested in the content of your book

2) Investigate where those people/groups are “hanging out”

3) Identify OTHER books that are comparable to your book

4) Spotlight what is SPECIAL or UNIQUE about your book

5) Isolate the demographics – the narrower the better

Spending any marketing without knowing your target audience is a waste of money, time & effort



The right “blurb” and “pitch”

• Distill your book down to the highest level “feel” or “hook”
• Consider and practice your “elevator pitch” 
• Think of it as a “question” that engages the mind of people 

in your target readership



The right “blurb” and “pitch”

• Adam Croft:  “Could you murder your wife to save your daughter?” 



Author Brand
• YOU are the brand
• Consider what that means – what that looks like



Big Fish, Small Pond

• Define yourself as a big fish in a small pool
• Local media – you’re potentially a big deal locally

• Your neighbourhood
• Your high school / college
• Your community group

• When sending out press releases / etc to local paper



Highly Recommended Resources

The Business of Being a Writer
Jane Friedman

Kristine Kathryn Rusch
Blog  Business Musings

www.kriswrites.com

Joanna Penn 
Blog/Podcast/Resources
www.thecreativepenn.com

Stark Reflections on Writing & Publishing
www.starkreflections.ca

WARNING: Blatant Self Promotion

http://www.kriswrites.com/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/
http://www.starkreflections.ca/


www.markleslie.ca 
mark@markleslie.ca

@MarkLeslie

facebook.com/MarkLeslieAuthor/
facebook.com/StarkPublishingSolutions/

Instagram.com/MarkLeslieLefebvre

starkreflections.ca
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